
What every freelancer 
should know

From more extreme weather events to rising minimum and maximum temperatures, rising sea levels and 
thawing permafrost, the consequences of climate change are varied, vast and increasingly part of our 
everyday lives. These effects can increase food and water insecurity, put people’s health at risk and threaten 
animal and plant species on land and in the oceans. There are economic implications for individuals, businesses 
and nations too, whether through damage caused by climate events or the need to adapt their lives and 
livelihood owing to its effects. It’s a set of interconnected problems on a global scale and its negative effects 
are felt most severely by some of the world’s poorest countries and people. Reporting on the environment and 
climate crises is a chance to bring these issues to a wider audience and potentially influence individuals and 
policy-makers. It’s also an opportunity to share solutions and profile people taking action to protect the planet 
and its inhabitants.

Journalism and great climate reporting can:

A freelancer’s guide to  
reporting on climate change

Climate change and environment are umbrella terms 
encompassing a range of different topics and specialisms, 
from energy and natural resource security; to water, food and 
biodiversity. Focusing on one area can help you break down the 
subject, develop multiple ideas and map the data, experts and 
publications relevant to your chosen topic.

Alternatively, you could pick a particular angle to apply to 
multiple climate-related topics, such as reporting on activist 
groups or government actions and their impact, solutions stories 
or climate adaptation. The Global Investigative Journalism 
Network has a set of ideas for angles to pursue.

Break it down

Freelance journalist Lucy Sherriff, who has covered land rights, 
environmental justice issues, water crises and more, says 
developing a focus means editors and sources will start coming 
to you: “Make sure you choose something in which you have a 
natural interest. It doesn’t mean you always have to stick to it 
but you will find it easier to build that contact list of editors.”

Your location or storytelling skills, such as offering audio or video 
work, could also become a niche within climate reporting, she 
says. Do your research and track publications that you want to 
report for, titles with specific environmental beats or interests, 
and editors commissioning the kind of stories you want to 
produce from your specialism.

When reporting, be as precise as you can when correlating 
what’s happening on the ground with climate change – whether 
it’s a drought or flood or fire, says Amrita Gupta, Editor and 
Content Officer at Earth Journalism Network (EJN): “Don’t just say 
it’s increasing in frequency and intensity as a result of climate 
change. We can do better than that. What’s driving this change? 
Why is this region specifically impacted in this way? Reach out to 
a climate scientist and get them to walk you through it; refer to 
the IPCC’s Interactive Analysis.”

Expert tip

Strong characters and human interest in environment reporting 
can help audiences connect with the subject. Climate crisis and 
environment stories can involve a lot of data or scenarios that 
seem alien or unimaginable to an audience not facing them 
directly.

“People can get overwhelmed so it’s important to tell the human 
story,” says Sherriff.

Most environmental stories will have a human angle, says Sam 
Schramski, special projects editor at EJN: “A great environmental 
story distills a complicated issue for non-experts. Humans are a 
complicated species; complexity needs to be addressed.”

Find your characters

Try to investigate and include the experiences of the people 
who have been affected by the particular consequences of 
climate change in your story. Foreground the impact on poorer 
communities, Indigenous peoples and people of colour – 
globally, the negative effects of climate change are felt most 
severely by these groups – as well as their expertise and agency.

“I’ve tried to focus on Indigenous communities, how they are 
affected and the traditional knowledge they use to tackle what 
we are facing,” suggests Sherriff, including whether modern or 
Western processes overshadow traditional methods. From how 
a tribe in India is reviving and protecting heirloom seeds to the 
youth of Indonesia’s Dayak Tomun tribe protecting forests, seek 
out reporting that foregrounds the experience and knowledge of 
Indigenous people.

Think about non-human voices too – critters, plants, landscapes, 
the atmosphere, says Schramski: “It is possible to do good 
environmental pieces that don’t necessarily have a direct human 
impact angle. Some excellent narrative pieces can focus on non-
human elements and make them characters in the piece, such as 
a seed, or an animal, or even a landscape.” 

Don’t overlook audio and video formats for environment 
reporting. Sound and image can bring voices and perspectives of 
a diverse range of humans and creatures more directly to your 
audience. Capturing and listening to personal stories can be an 
effective way to explore and communicate big ideas too. Eco-
Spotlight and The Refuge are just two podcast examples.

Expert tip

Supported by

Inform public discourse, 
bringing the latest scientific 

data and research to 
audiences in timely, accurate 

and accessible formats.

Draw attention to potential 
local and global solutions 

to these problems.

Educate audiences about 
pressing environmental 

issues and make an 
overwhelming topic relatable 

and comprehensible.

Play a vital role in a sense 
of hope and agency, and 
spurring the collective 

action required to tackle a 
challenge of this scale and 

importance.

For freelance journalists, reporting on environmental issues 
and climate change is a chance to cover a diverse range of 
stories, places and characters with an opportunity to build 
data, multimedia and storytelling skills to better engage 
audiences. Whether amplifying the voices of those most affected 
by the negative impacts of climate change, holding governments’ 
climate actions to account or evaluating inspiring solutions to 
crises, it’s a beat that tells the story of humanity and its greatest 
challenge. 

https://www.carbonbrief.org/guest-post-the-irreversible-emissions-of-a-permafrost-tipping-point
https://journalismassembly.com/
https://gijn.org/climate-crisis-ideas-for-investigative-journalists/
https://gijn.org/climate-crisis-ideas-for-investigative-journalists/
https://www.sherrifflucy.com/
https://earthjournalism.net/
https://www.oecd.org/env/cc/2502872.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/env/cc/2502872.pdf
https://news.mongabay.com/2018/11/photos-indian-tribe-revives-heirloom-seeds-for-health-and-climate-security/
https://news.mongabay.com/2018/11/photos-indian-tribe-revives-heirloom-seeds-for-health-and-climate-security/
https://earthjournalism.net/stories/protecting-the-last-forest-of-lamandau
https://earthjournalism.net/stories/protecting-the-last-forest-of-lamandau
https://pulitzercenter.org/people/sam-schramski
https://eco-spotlight.com/
https://eco-spotlight.com/
https://www.thresholdpodcast.org/the-refuge


When developing ideas, think about how environmental issues 
overlap with everyday events or trending topics. This can help 
you find a new angle on a hot topic, as well as a timely peg for 
your pitch. Focus on making it relatable to your audience and 
their lives. 

“To make a standout pitch, you must establish relevance. Why is 
it important to our audience? Why should we care to zoom into 
this issue now?” says Imelda V. Abaño, Internews EJN Coordinator 
for the Philippines and Pacific Region.

Expert tip

Making it less of an overtly “environmental” story may help you 
pitch it to a broader range of publications or other desks within 
a title.

Find a strong character, because environment stories “can be 
a bit dry”, adds Sherriff, and make sure you’re pitching a specific 
story not a general exploration of a topic. The rancher in Sherriff’s 
report on prairies in Oklahoma, USA, or the EJN-published report 
on traditional medicines facing extinction in Lesotho are good 
examples.

Looking at how climate change is affecting a community or how 
people are adapting or devising ways to mitigate its impacts in 
one part of the world can inspire stories from a different location. 
Are similar projects happening in your country or elsewhere in 
similar environments? What would it need to make them work 
and would they be as effective?

Equally, stories that connect the dots globally can appeal 
to editors with international audiences. “Something that’s 
happening in a small village in India could be implemented in a 
major city in Europe – it’s already happening,” says Ayushi Shah, 
freelance multimedia journalist and co-founder of Eco-Spotlight 
podcast, based in India.

Join the dots to find stories

Expert tips

Going back to the roots of an environmental issue or potential 
solution and making a connection between the past, present and 
future can also spark new story ideas, says Shah. For example, how 
previous generations or ancient cultures found ways to protect and 
preserve the environment.

EJN’s Schramski recommends freelancers take ecologist Barry 
Commoner’s “basic laws of ecology” into account when thinking 
about stories. The first law states: “Everything is connected to 
everything else”. Look at how issues and conflicts in your story are 
connected to larger themes or are localised, he says: “A story about 
wildlife trafficking is potentially a story about emergent disease is 
potentially a story about corruption – and so on.”

Don’t look at solutions to environmental issues in isolation. 
Evaluate how accessible this solution is to different people and 
the communities most severely affected by climate change.
“Take veganism as an example. How many people globally can 
afford to live non-dairy?” explains Shah.

Look for stories in the spaces where environmental issues 
intersect with food and natural resource security or energy, 
health and income equality.

Identify the struggle

Expert tip

“There is no issue that is cut and dry in environmental journalism. 
Win-win solutions are hardly ever win-wins and something or 
someone gets a short straw,” says Schramski. “Balance and context 
are needed. Take renewable energy: photovoltaics are great, wind 
turbines are wonderful, geothermal is out of this world insofar that 
they reduce greenhouse gas emissions. But where is the lithium 
mined for much of the battery storage? Which communities 
(human and non) are affected by renewable energy installations?”

Go deeper beyond the obvious narrative related to an issue or 
try to get ahead of the curve on a topic, says Sherriff: “What’s the 
mismanagement at a government level? What has led to this? It’s 
very easy to slip into the narratives that have already been told.”

Expert tip

Be realistic about “how the world works” when reporting on 
climate, says Sherriff, including what actions people will be willing 
to take and the scope of knowledge audiences can absorb.

In reporting on land use, for example, farmers and the 
agricultural sector are often classed as “the bad guys” for their 
contribution to carbon emissions and water use. “Consider that 
most farmers have a job to feed us. Pitting two sides against each 
other is unhelpful,” she says.

There can be a tendency in climate and environment coverage to 
proclaim a silver-bullet solution, says EJN’s Gupta: “It’s important 
to hold onto the nuance and unpack the complexity of the story 
in a balanced way. If we’re highlighting a practice or technology 
that holds promise, we should also make sure to acknowledge 
challenges or limitations.”

The climate crisis can feel overwhelming and frightening to 
audiences. While reporting on its devastating effects and future 
threats is important, covering the actions people, businesses and 
states are taking to address it can appeal to audiences looking for 
inspiration. 

Solutions reporting on different environmental issues can 
give people a sense of agency and ideas of ways to take action. 
Investigating how people are managing climate change or 
adapting to it, rather than focusing on solutions to “stop” change, 
can provide fresh ideas for stories. Climate Now has a detailed 
guide on applying solutions journalism to climate coverage.

Seek solutions and agency

Supported by

Connect with everyday topics

It’s important to challenge perceptions that can dominate 
concerning particular environmental crises or solutions. Question 
whether these narratives or options are true for the people most 
affected by climate change. If not, why not? Use this challenge 
to bring greater diversity into your reporting and find new, less 
explored angles to a story.

Highlight contradictions and where established science or 
research is contested, but put it in context. “One study may 
be a drop in the ocean of thousands of papers,” adds Imogen 
Malpas, environment and energy commissioning editor for The 
Conversation UK.

Challenge the narrative

Expert tip

Climate change is a global problem but not all experiences of it 
are equal. Think about who your audience is and how you can 
best connect with their experience of climate crises. If you’re 
talking to somebody who’s living in India, whose carbon footprint 
is far less than someone in some parts of the USA, says Shah, 
how do you get them to take on board solutions or even best 
highlight the problems of climate change to them?

“Rehashing stats (‘This country is only this close to achieving its 
targets’) and tired polemics (‘This country’s boats are overfishing 
off our coast and the world needs to know about it’) exclusively is 
not usually a winner,” adds EJN’s Schramski. 

Look for links to major news events, international meetings and 
new scientific findings to help your pitch stand out. Unintentional 
or subtle environmental story angles are also good, he says.
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Expert tip

Your story is likely to involve scientific concepts, research or 
terms. Read more peer-reviewed scientific reports, understand 
the science behind climate change, interact with scientists and 
take training, says EJN’s Abaño: “As the public clamour for more 
solid, science-based climate change or environment information, 
the more journalists must understand the complexity of the 
issues.”

Explain more technical points but don’t underestimate 
your audience. Assume that your audience is coming from a 
knowledgable perspective but won’t be experts in every climate 
subject, says Malpas: “Don’t dumb things down but define more 
specialised terms that may confuse. The audience shouldn’t feel 
they have to pretend to understand what is being said”

This approach will make your pieces easier to edit too as lesser-
known ideas or scientific terms will already be clarified.

Covering the climate beat can be dangerous. It may bring you 
into contact with natural disasters, extreme weather, conflicts, for 
example over land-use, big business interests or illicit activities. If 
you’re conducting an investigation into businesses, governments 
or individuals, or travelling to an area or country with safety 
concerns, assess the risks before you go and invest in digital, 
physical and, potentially, legal protection. 

ReliefWeb has collected examples of the risks faced by journalists 
reporting environmental stories, while the EJN offers this guide 
on safety and security for environmental journalists.

Make friends with the science

Protect yourself

Expert tip

If explaining the science behind the particular aspect of climate 
change you are covering, find the right balance. “Get it in without 
making it a lecturing tone or – more common – going into so much 
detail that you lose people,” says Malpas.

You want your reporting to have an emotional weight that can also 
be backed up with data, science and facts. “It’s like railroad tracks; 
you need both the scientific evidence and the emotional appeal to 
people to be  there, very strongly, in parallel.”

Pitches with a strong underpinning of research or tangible data 
work well, says Malpas. The nature of the data is less important 
than how strongly it indicates what the piece is trying to show: 
“Qualitative data is very useful as well as quantitative because a lot 
of the effects of climate change can be on less measurable things, 
like social or mental health impacts.”

Choose your words carefully

Analogies and examples can help to tease out the “vein of important 
information within a lot of data or extraneous detail” and make large 
numbers or concepts comprehensible, says Malpas. 

Even hypothetical examples can add context and understanding: 
“A lot of research is projecting into the future which makes it hard 
for people to connect. Painting examples with colourful language 
makes it real for the audience. You are there as the journalist to 
bring that in and you can check it back with your experts if needed.”

You can check these analogies or examples with your experts, 
interviewees or the communities featured in your reporting to make 
sure they fairly represent the issue or data.

Supported by

Resources

Reporter resources – Earth Journalism Network

Eight ways to nail climate emergency reporting  
– Journalism.co.uk

Energy and environment newsletter – Washington Post

Tools to help report on climate – Covering Climate Now

A New Era for Climate Change Reporting  
– EJC News Impact Summit

Climate crisis: ideas for investigative journalists – GIJN

The Race to Zero Emissions – Quartz

Climate change: an overview  
– Society of Environmental Journalists

ClimateAdam – YouTube

What journalists need to know when covering climate 
change – NPR

The Climate Issue newsletter – The Economist

Climate science 101 – Covering Climate Now

Greenlight newsletter – The Guardian

Best practices for covering climate change with data  
– Global Editors Network

Climate solutions – Covering Climate Now

Making sense of climate finance in Africa – Climate Tracker

Environmental Journalism - Safety – Thomson Foundation

IPCC and the IPCC’s data visualiser

Women 4 Oceans directory – Women 4 Oceans

Young climate leaders – Covering Climate Now

Seek voices of those directly affected by the environmental 
issue on which you are reporting. They have “lived experience” 
of climate change, as well as valuable local knowledge and 
expertise.

Too often women, people of colour and Indigenous communities 
are only featured in climate reporting as survivors or victims – 
people climate change is “happening to”, says Gupta: “Journalists 
could also make it a point to reach out to them as expert sources, 
the Indigenous climate scientist or woman policy-maker, for 
instance.”

Elders, both in Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities, 
can also provide powerful perspectives on climate stories. They 
can highlight the sometimes dramatic changes witnessed in their 
lifetimes, for example.

It’s crucial to consider whose voices and expertise are being 
platformed, adds Malpas: “There’s a very small minority of 
research coming out of countries in the Global South or led by 
researchers in the Global South and not by partner organisations 
in the Global North. While that’s research specific it spills 
over into climate reporting when a lot of the voices that are 
platformed are voices of privilege rather than those who are 
likely to suffer the effects of climate change.”

Diversify interviewees 
and change the frame

Expert tips

With lots of freelancers pitching on the environment beat, if 
you don’t diversify your experts or sources, you may end up 
interviewing the same people, says Sherriff: “Always try to find 
those sources that are not so media-friendly because that’s 
probably going to get you the unique angle that you need as a 
freelancer.”

Consider reporting on traditional knowledge and Indigenous 
knowledge as you would academic knowledge relating to the 
environment, says Gupta: “With regards to climate change, we 
often talk about things like capacity building, but what about the 
innate capacity that perhaps already existed? Let’s be open to 
other forms of knowledge that have existed and do exist.”

Go easy on jargon and include technical terms, if they are vital 
to your story, with explanations in clear, relatable language. 
Are there phrases that will better convey a hard-to-grasp 
idea or help an audience visualise something? “Heat-trapping 
pollution” may be better understood than “greenhouse gas”, for 
example, says Susan Hassol, director of the organisation Climate 
Communication.

Some outlets have moved away from terms such as “climate 
change” or “global warming” to “climate crisis” and “global 
heating”, so check the style guide of the publication you are 
reporting for carefully.
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